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2018SymptomsCausesDiagnosisTreatmentOutlookCat Eye Syndrome (CES), also known as Schmid-Fraccaro syndrome, is a very rare genetic disorder that usually appears at birth. It gets its name from a distinctive eye pattern that occurs in about half of the affected individuals. CES can have a bug called koloboma, which leads to an ethnic pupil resembling a cat's eye. CES
causes many other symptoms that vary in severity, including: heart failure tagsanal atresiakidney problems Some CES people have a very mild case and have few or no symptoms. Others may have a serious case and have different symptoms. The symptoms of CES are very varied. Ces individuals may have problems:eyesearskidneysheartreproductive organs in the intestineSect
of these individuals only a few properties and symptoms can develop. For others, the symptoms are so mild that the syndrome may never be diagnosed. The most common properties of CES are: Ocular coloboma. This occurs when the crack in the lower part of the eye does not close during early development, which leads to a crack or opening. Severe coliboma can cause vision
problems or blindness. Preauricular skin tags or pits. This is an ear defect that causes small skin growths (tags) or small deflection (bumps) in front of the ears. atresia. Then the channel will be gone. The surgery has to fix it. About two-fifths of CES symptoms have these three symptoms, called a classic triad of symptoms. However, every CES case is unique. Other symptoms of
CES include: other eye abnormalities, such as strabismus (eye crossing) or one abnormally small eye (one-sided microphthalmia)small to narrow opening (anal hta) mild hearing loss with detailed heart defects, such as under-development of one or both kidneys, absence of kidneys or defects in the area produced by the extrarenal gna, such as under-development of the uterus
(women), vaginal (female) or unwanted tests (male)intellectual injuries, which are usually mild skeletal defects such as scoliosis (curvature of the spine) , abnormal fusion of certain spinal bones (vertebrae fusions) or herniabiliary atresia of certain toes (when bile ducts do not develop or develop abnormally)incomplete closure of the roof of the mouth)short stature abnormal facial
features , such as downward oblique eyelid folds, largely isolated eyes and a small lower jaw CES is a genetic disorder that occurs when a person's facial disorder occurs when the biased eyelid folds, the largely isolated eyes and the small ces of the lower jaw are a genetic disorder that occurs when a person's are structures that carry our genetic information. They're found in the
core of our cells. Humans have 23 paired chromosomes. Everyone has: a short arm marked p as a long arm, marked with the letter q area where the two arms connect, called centromere Normally people have two copies of chromosome 22, each with a short arm called 22p and a long arm called 22q. CES people have two extra copies of the short arm and a small area of the long
arm of chromosome 22 (22pter-22q11). This causes abnormal development in the stages of the embryo and the fetus. The exact cause of CES is unknown. Excess chromosomes are usually not inherited from the parent, but appear to arise randomly when the error occurs when reproductive cells divide. In these cases, parents have normal chromosomes. CES takes place in only
one of the 50,000 to 150,000 live births, estimates the National Association for Rare Diseases. However, there are a few cases of CES recovered. If you have the disease, there is a high risk that you will pass on an extra chromosome to your children. Your doctor may first notice a congenital defect that may indicate CES before the baby is born with ultrasound. Ultrasound uses
sound waves to produce fetal image. It can reveal certain defects specific to CES. If your doctor detects these properties in ultrasound, he or she may prescribe follow-up tests such as amniocentesis. During amniocentesis, your doctor will take a sample of amniocentes to analyze it. Doctors can diagnose ces chromosome material with extra chromosome material from
chromosome 22q11. The diagnosis can be confirmed by genetic testing. This test may include:Karyotyping. This test produces an image of a person's chromosomes. Fluorescencies on site hybridization (FISH). It can detect and locate a specific DNA sequence from the chromosoum. Once CES is confirmed, your doctor is likely to perform further tests to detect any other
abnormalities, such as heart or kidney problems. These tests may include:X-rays and other imaging test electrocardiography (ECG)echocardiography examinations cognitive functional tests CES treatment plan depends on the symptoms of the individual. Treatment may include a group: pediatric urgeonsheart specialists (cardiologists)gastrointestinal specialists orthopedists for
CES do not yet have a cure, so treatment targets each particular symptom. These may include:medication surgery to correct athesis, skeletal abnormalities, genital defects, hernias and other physical problems physical treatment for treatment hormone therapy for people with very short-stained special education for people with intellectual disabilities. It depends on the severity of
the condition, especially if there are heart or kidney problems. Treating individual symptoms in these cases can prolong life. Some CESs have serious early childhood, which can lead to much shorter life expectancy. However, for most CES, life expectancy is generally not shortened. If you have CES and are going to get pregnant, you may want to talk to a genetic advisor about
the risk of passing on the disease. Once the glue is set, take a fine tooth comb and comb the ears to form the plugs. You're going to get a lot of fluff, but there's still a lot left to make a nice ear. Once the ears have combed, there is a lot of fluff, like cotton balls. Take about 3/4 of the fluff and roll it into as tight balls as you can. This is going to be an ear filler. Put a small layer of glue
in the wig cap inside a small ring made by wig hair. Attach the fluff ball to the glue and hold it in place until it stays in place. Brush the ear thread through to smooth it out and make sure it stands straight. Take a sturdy piece of yarn and tie it around the ear hair at least five times. It has to be safe. I tie back once, twist my back and tie my back, and then repeat several times. It's got
a lot of knots, but it's very safe. You can cut the thread and hair above the knots now or wait after the glue. Take a clear glue and pour it into a bowl. Add a little water until the glue is watery. Take the brush and carefully paint the tied ears so that there is a hard coating on the ears. You can paint one or two layers, depending on how much time you want to spend on this step. If you
haven't either, cut the threads and excess hair above the knots. After gluing the ears, I usually blow off the ears with a layer of hairspray, just for extra protection. We asked readers to send their favorite animal pictures. We were so entertained, we couldn't be sharing. Subscribe to our newsletter Enjoy the BEST stories, advice and jokes! RD.COM Jokes Cat Jokes A collection of
funny cat jokes and cat jokes for kids makes all grumpy cats laugh. See also cat puns and animal jokes for another laugh. Q: What did Grandma say to her grandson when he saw him lounging? A: You need to pay more attention to my paws. Q: Want to hear a bad cat joke? A: Kitten only! Q. What does a cat have that no other animal has? A. Puppies. Q: What did the cat say
when the mouse got away? A: You must be a kitten! Q: Why don't cats play poker in the jungle? A: There are too many cheetahs. Q: Why did the crusher quit its job? A: Because it was printing soda. Q: Why was the cat sitting on the computer? A: Keep an eye on the mouse! Q: Why was the cat wearing a dress? A: He was fine with the cat. Q: What did the cat say when he lost all
his money? A: I'm a paw! Q: Why don't cats like online shopping? A: They prefer cat alogy. Q: What do you call a pile of kittens? A: Meowntain So the man really understands rejection... The cat must first ignore him. Why is it so hard for a leopard to hide? Because he's always been spotted. What's a cat's favorite song? Three Mice. What do you call a cat that lives in an igloo?
Eskimew! What do cats want to eat for breakfast? Mice Krispies. What do you call the cat the police caught? Purrpatrator. Why don't cats play poker in the jungle? Too many cheetahs. Q: What is worse than rain on cats and dogs? A: Calling taxis, I had to get rid of my husband. He was allergic to my cat. Q: What is the worst cat? A: Cat-astrophe Q: What do you call a cat in a
station wagon? A: Car pet Q: What do cats eat for breakfast? A: Mice Krispies Q: What's the difference between a cat and a comma? A: One has claws at the end of his paws, while the other has a break at the end of the sentence. What @Grammarly Q: What do you call a cat that goes bowling? A: Alley cat Q: Why was the cat disqualified from the game? It was a cheetah. Q:
Why did the cat escape from the tree? A: He was afraid of its shell. Q: What would a cat say if you stepped on its face? A: Me-OW! Q: What did the stranger say to the cat? A: Take me to your litter. Q: What is the favorite color of the cat? A: Purrrple Q: Why don't kittens like online shopping? A: They prefer to watch cat alogy. Q: What is a cat's favorite dessert? A: Mouse cream
cone Q: How do cats get over the fight? A: They were going to be a goad and make-up. Nature hates a vacuum, but not as much as a cat. Anonymously, I dressed my dog as a cat for Halloween. Now he won't come when I call him. Reid Faylor Kissani just walked up to a shredder of paper and said, Teach me everything you know. @NicCageMatch I bet cats have a secret
website where they upload clips of cute people trying to unlock DVD packs and start cars. @rolldiggity, the Military may have invented the Internet, but not all the government's plans have worked either. In the '60s, the CIA hatched a plan to implant a battery and microphone in a cat so that a furry cat could spy on unsuspecting targets. The program was suspended after years of
research and millions of dollars in spy cat being hit by a taxi. Source: cracked.com Cats are smarter than dogs. You can't get eight cats to pull a sled through the snow. —Jeff Valdez If anyone from the 1950s suddenly appeared, what would be the hardest thing to explain about modern life? One answer: I have a device in my pocket that can access all human information. I use it to
look at pictures of cats and argue with strangers. Source: reddit.com make cat food from cow, fish, turkey, chicken &amp; lamb - but not mouse meat, which is probably what all cats want. @JohnFugelsang and my wife [singer Katy Perry] have three cats, and they get what they want. We can only know what they want from our speculation, so it has a lot of vests, hats and cat
shoes. -- Russell Brand When our client's dog loaded anti-freeze, the veterinarian I work with ordered a unique treatment: an IV mixture of liquids with vodka. Go buy the cheapest bottle you can find, he At the address: I was anxious buying cheap booze so early in the day and felt compelled to explain things to the clerk. Believe it or not, I said, this is for a sick dog. As I was
leaving, the next customer took two bottles of muscatel and announced: These are for my cats. Does Kitty dream of walking? If so, give him a name that screams I'm a star! Like these real pet names ... Cats Cleocatra Bing Clawsby Chairman Meow Alexander Grey Dogs Mary-Louise Barker Bettie Poops Virginia Woof Iggy Pup Pusin my dog for Halloween. Now he won't come
when I call him. —Comedian Reid Faylor (@reidfaylor) A woman walked into my aunt's animal shelter and wanted her cat and six kittens sterilized and castrated. Is mom nice? My aunt asked. Fine, said the woman, looking at all the pet bearers. That's how we even messed up this mess. Living in a household with eight indoor cats requires buying large amounts of cat litter, which I
usually get in 25-pound bags - 100 pounds at a time. After a week out of town, I decided to go to the supermarket to stock up. As my husband and I both pushed shopping trolleys, each with five large bags of litter, the man looked at our purchases and asked: Bengal or Siberian? One night, as I sat the cat in the inner part of my daughter's cat, it escaped outside. When it did not
return the next morning, I found the beast clinging to a branch at an altitude of about 10 meters in a rotating tree. I didn't get it when I was tempted, I called the fire department. We won't do it again, the Women's Center said. When I persevered, he was polite but firm. A cat comes down when it's hungry enough. How would you know that? I asked him. Have you ever seen a cat
skeleton in a tree? He said. Two hours later, the cat returned in search of breakfast. I worked on a flight in an asing kennel where people leave their dogs and cats while they holiday. One morning I had taken the cat out of her cage, and I played with her and replenished her food and water, put her back. A few minutes later, I was surprised to see the cat at my feet, because the
cage doors automatically lock when they are closed. I couldn't figure out how the cat escaped until I leaned over to pick him up and spied on his autograph: Houdini. When my daughter and I only got one perch on our fishing trip – not even enough for a modest lunch – we decided to feed it to her two cats. He put our prey in their dish and watched as two spoiled pets sniffed the
fish but refused to eat it. Thinking quickly, my daughter took a plate, walked to the electric road battery opener, drove it for a few seconds and then put the fish back down. The cats dug in. My father's secretary was visibly upset one morning when he arrived at the office and explained that his children's parrot had escaped from his cage and flown out of an open window. All
encountered by a tame bird outside alone, he most concerned about what would happen if the bird started talking. Confused, my father asked me what a parrot could say. Well, she explained, she mostly says, 'Here, kitty, kitty.' – a customer recently brought her two cats to my husband's veterinary clinic for an annual checkup. One was a small-body, round tiger striped tabby, while
the other was a tall, elegant black cat. He looked closely when I put everyone on the scale. They weigh the same weight, I told him. It proves it!, he exclaimed. Black makes you look thinner. And the stripes make you look fat.
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